Here’s an alarming discovery I made after a family member of mine ordered some masks off of Amazon. I just happened
to check the box to see where they were manufactured and noticed that these masks are made in Wuhan, China. Now I
know that China is a large manufacturing hub and maybe it’s just a big coincidence, but out of all of the places on earth
these “protective” masks are coming from the same place as the Covid-19 lab… and there is a very significant BILL
GATES and DARPA connection I think you’ll find interesting.

After doing a little research I discovered that the masks being sold online and in stores are all being made in Wuhan or
relatively close areas to Wuhan. (usually within a 1-1.5 hour flight)
I believe it’s very possible they are going to be (or have already been) intentionally infecting these masks, gloves, and
possibly the swabs with covid-19, a mutated strain of it, or another pathogen. This is something almost nobody is talking
about or suspecting.
The absurd mask mandates and push for mass testing seem to make a lot more sense when you take this possibility into
consideration.
They stand to make a lot of money off this vaccine and we both know this is about more than just money. They can’t sell
the vaccine to the public with the current exaggerated statistics, as well as the extremely mild or complete absence of
symptoms. They need actual sick and dying people to get the majority of the public onboard with a vaccine… and I
believe that’s coming based off the information I found and what we’re being told.
As Mike Pompeo said: “We are in a live exercise here.”. But it’s highly probable, that we are about to move from a “live
exercise” to a real-life pandemic scenario now that all of their systems are in place.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ca7t6cwmhy (Pompeo “live exercise” clip)
In early June of 2020, CA Governor Gavin Newsome sparked up a secretive $1 billion deal with chinese mask
manufacturer BYD Auto. This deal includes N95, surgical, and low-grade surgical masks. The following article states that
the lower-grade surgical masks do not need to be certified by the government, and 110 million of them have already
been distributed throughout the state. Later in the same month, Newsome announced a second contract with BYD for
an additional $316 million.
https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Gavin-Newsom-s-1-billion-mask-deal-Company-15325828.php

What’s interesting is that in 2010 Bill Gates and Warren Buffet made a special trip to BYD Auto in China for a “closeddoor” meeting to discuss their “philanthropy” among other things. Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway owns 25% of BYD Auto,
and Bill Gates is a major investor in Berkshire Hathaway, owning $12.5 billion in stocks. In other words, Bill Gates is
directly profiting from, and most likely controlling the manufacturing and mass distribution of masks from BYD.

With everything we know, would you trust putting a mask on your face that comes from Bill Gates? I wouldn’t. Especially
knowing that BYD Auto has strong ties to the Chinese Communist Party.
Check out this short clip of their 2010 visit to BYD which is reminiscent of the Donald Trump, Egyptian President, and
Saudi king “glowing orb” scenario.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=n8RBHp36Vyw
According to BYD’s website: “BYD masks are being used in France, Italy and Japan as those countries combat COVID-19.
In the United States, the states of Washington, Texas and Wisconsin have ordered BYD masks, as have supply specialists
in the Kaiser Permanente health care system.”.. and I’m sure that list is going to get much bigger as time goes on.
https://en.byd.com/news-posts/fortune-global-names-byd-chairman-among-most-influential-people-heroes-during-theepidemic/ (website reference)
BYD Auto is located in Shenzhen, China, less than a 2 hour flight from Wuhan. Of course that doesn’t prove anything but
it does seem conveniently close the the Wuhan biolab.
Aside from BYD, many Chinese medical suppliers (including mask manufacturers) are using falsified information to
conduct business in the U.S. as reported by the WSJ. Around 1300 of them have been discovered so far. They are selling
what the following article refers to as “unqualified products” and “problem masks”. Most, if not all of the store bought
masks are not regulated by the FDA because they are not sold for medical purposes. But in many cases the companies
that are selling masks for medical use are using fake registered agents and falsified information with the FDA so they
cannot be traced. And what’s even more comforting is these products are being sent to us straight from the Chinese
Communist Party since they control all Chinese manufacturing of PPE and Medical Equipment. They could be

contaminating these masks with anything and we would never know until it was too late. They’ve already been caught
shipping faulty masks and tests kits to several different countries, and shipped 100,000 contaminated swabs to Canada.
https://gnews.org/238822/ (I didn’t provide the WSJ link because you need a subscription to view it)
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2020/04/10/ontario-received-100000-contaminated-unusable-swabs-for-covid19-tests.html (Contaminated swabs to Canada)
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/07/16/890776466/meaningless-fda-certificates-are-used-to-toutdubious-face-masks - This article is a little long but to sum it up:
TITLE: 'Meaningless' FDA Certificates Are Used To Tout Dubious Face Masks
- “Many sellers are touting FDA certificates of registration as evidence their masks can be trusted, said people who work
in the health care supply chain. They usually include an FDA logo and, often, a cartoon eagle. The certificates are
particularly popular with companies in China.
But the certificates are meaningless.
While the FDA requires makers of medical products to register their facilities with the agency so it can keep track of
them, it doesn't issue such certificates. Even when the registrations themselves are legitimate, they don't mean a
product or a facility has met any kind of regulatory standard.”
- “Nearly 80% of imported surgical mask shipments from March until July 2 came from China or South Korea, according
to an NPR analysis of bills…”
- Surgical masks typically need to go through FDA premarket clearance, which involves making sure they meet certain
standards. However, the FDA is waiving this requirement for surgical mask manufacturers amid the current pandemic.
- "They've got some kind of fibers that are shedding off of them," she said. "They're irritating their nose and eyes and
their respiratory tract."
- “When the order of 100,000 masks arrived at an unnamed factory for use in protecting workers against COVID-19, they
were covered in dirt, dust and mysterious stains.”

In other words, we have 3 choices in the U.S. for masks:
1) Chinese-made masks from untraceable companies using falsified information and controlled by the CCP that have
zero accountability in regards to safety and regulations.
Or:
2) Chinese-made masks that are allegedly under regulatory guidelines (although the FDA is apparently waiving
inspections right now) but are funded and most likely controlled by Bill Gates & friends and manufactured by BYD China
who has strong connections to the CCP.
Or:
3) A cloth face covering that doesn’t include a Chinese-made disposable earloop mask made by the party of Mao Zedong
(of course no mask is ideal but I’m just being realistic here)
MAYBE PEOPLE PUTTING MASKS ON THEIR FACE FROM A COUNTRY MANY VIEW AS A GROWING EXISTENTIAL THREAT
TO HUMAN FREEDOM ISN’T THE BEST IDEA… BUT WHAT DO I KNOW?

Most masks sold online (like the ones my family purchased) are being deceptively marketed to look as though they are
made in the U.S.A. because they are distributed by U.S. based companies. The masks we recieved from Amazon are
distributed by a Texas-based company called BLUE SHOE GUYS. On their Amazon page, they don’t show you the side of
the box that gives the manufacturer’s address in Wuhan, China, and nowhere in the product information does it say the
masks are made in China. The product page info states: “We are a small family based business in Dallas,Texas. Masks
ship from USA. Genuine masks are only sold by TEXAS BLUE SHOE GUYS, LLC.”… which is exactly why my family member
ordered them; she thought they were made in the U.S.A. In fact, if you look at all of the top listings of “earloop masks”
on Amazon or other websites selling these masks like Staples and Walmart, you will notice the very same thing. None of
them show the side of the packaging that lists the manufacturer’s location, and almost none of them state “made in
China” in the product descriptions.
https://www.amazon.com/Blue-Shoe-Guys-DisposableParticle/dp/B07K812L9Y/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=MASKS+BLUE+SHOE+GUYS&qid=1599540474&sr=8-1

And check out one of the packs I picked up in the store. This company sells both masks and gloves, I just happened to
pick up the gloves. Many of them are using deceptive marketing to create the illusion they are made in America. Sadly, I
don’t think the average person who looks at the package knows the difference between “Distrubuted by” and
“manufactured by”, and the distrubutors know that. Notice how they hide the “Made in China” print at the very bottom.

The #1 Best Seller in “non-sterile disposable safety gloves” on Amazon has only been listed since the end of March, 2020
and is, of course, manufactured in China… but check out the interesting choice of photo they use:
Wostar Nitrile Disposable Gloves: https://www.amazon.com/Wostar-Nitrile-Disposable-WorkingIndustrial/dp/B08697P5CS/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=WOSTAR+GLOVES&qid=1599543503&sr=8-1

And as far as the swabs are concerned, a red flag is raised when I see Trump going around like a shameless swab
salesman and saying the swabs “look innocent”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Q6gW6lOSMY (TRUMP WHITE HOUSE BRIEFING SWAB DEMO)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_y0GgdDhYI (TRUMP PURITAN FACTORY CLIP)

They want the public to believe these swabs are all being made in America to build public trust, that’s the whole reason
for this publicized visit by Trump to the Puritan factory in Maine. While it is true that they are made in America, the
problem is this: after they are made by Puritan in Maine, they are shipped off to China to be packaged. And the
company that handles the packaging and distributing from China is Abbott Laboratories (formerly Alere), the same
company who makes a covid-19 “immunity passport”, the same company who makes the covid-19 test kits (including
the highly inaccurate antibody test kit), the same company that is partly funded by DARPA, and the same company who
paid out the 2nd largest fraud settlement by a drug company in U.S. history for deceptive sales practices. Between the
test kits and the immunity passport, Abbott has a lot to gain off of sick people (aka a real pandemic), and helping to
spread a virus would definitely work in their favor.
FROM THE MAINE INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER WEBSITE: Puritan VP of Global Sales states, “We ship containers of
our product to one of our largest customers, part of the Alere group (now ABBOTT), in China,” Templet explained. “The
kits are packaged there and shipped all over the world.”
https://www.mitc.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Puritan-Medical-Products_July-2014_webversion.pdf
SO HERE WE HAVE A DARPA FUNDED COMPANY, WHO STANDS TO MAKE LARGE SUMS OF MONEY OFF A PANDEMIC, IN
CHARGE OF PACKAGING AND DISTRIBUTING NASOPHARYNGEAL SWABS FROM THEIR LOCATION IN CHINA:

https://www.fpds.gov/ezsearch/fpdsportal?&q=2015+9700++TREASURY_ACCOUNT_SYMBOL%3A%22970400%22+CON
TRACTING_OFFICE_NAME%3A%22DEF+ADVANCED+RESEARCH+PROJECTS+AGCY%22+PRODUCT_OR_SERVICE_CODE%3
A%22AD92%22+CONTRACTING_AGENCY_NAME%3A%22DEFENSE+ADVANCED+RESEARCH+PROJECTS+AGENCY++%28DA
RPA%29%22+PRODUCT_OR_SERVICE_CODE%3A%22AD92%22+PRINCIPAL_NAICS_CODE%3A%22541711%22&s=FPDS&t
emplateName=1.4.1&indexName=awardfull&start=30 (Federal Procurement Data System search)
REMEMBER, DARPA IS THE AGENCY WHO IS WORKING WITH HYDROGEL, THE MATERIAL THAT ADHERES TO THE
MUCOSAL LINING AND CAN BE USED FOR VACCINE (OR PATHOGENIC) DELIVERY.
- HERE IS THE PATENT FOR HYDROGEL AS A VACCINE:
https://patents.google.com/patent/US5529777A/en Patent: Hydrogel as Vaccine
- AND HERE IS PROOF OF ITS INTRANASAL DELIVERY SYSTEM:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0142961211014220

We were warned that “2020 could be the darkest winter in modern history” by immunologist Rick Bright, the former
director of BARDA of the U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services. I do believe he was alluding to Operation Dark
Winter, the pandemic exercise from 2001 directed by John Hopkins Center for Health Security, the same prophetic
luminaries that brought us Event 201.
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/darkest-winter-in-modern-history-coming-without-stronger-coronavirusresponse-rick-bright-to-testify-2020-05-13 (Dark Winter article)
Fauci just said today (Sept. 10): “We need to hunker down and get through this fall and winter, because it’s not going to
be easy”

There’s a very good chance this is “the calm before the storm” Donald Trump was referring to in 2017 when he met
with top military commanders. It’s quite possible that storm is coming this fall/winter if they release it (or a more
virulent mutated strain) on a much broader scale, possibly through contaminated PPE and diagnostic equipment.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH0AvaG3SqQ (Trump “calm before storm” clip)

As you know, the “Great Reset” has already been set in motion.
On August 25th, former Trump campaign advisor, George Papadopolous tweeted: “The reset has begun. September and
October surprises.” - https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1298247380463243265
Whether he’s talking about a vaccine or the 2nd wave or something else, I don’t know, but either way i don’t like
surprises when it comes to the U.S. government.
We already know the long history of the U.S. testing bioweapons like anthrax, STD’s, and radiation on its own unwitting
citizens and military personnel. We know about the insidious biological agents they’ve used on foreigners like agent
orange. So it’s not at all farfetched that they would use masks, gloves, and swabs as a Trojan Horse to spread their
pathogen.
It reminds me of the story about Native Americans being given blankets and handkerchiefs infected with smallpox to kill
them off.
Ecclesiastes 1:9:
What has been is what will be,
and what has been done is what will be done,
and there is nothing new under the sun.

I don’t have my own Youtube channel to get this information out. I’m passing it along to you in hopes that you’ll warn
your subscribers to only use their own cloth masks (if they have to wear one) and to immediately throw away any
Chinese-made earloop masks they might have in their possession. And also to avoid testing at all costs so they don’t
become an unwitting test subject of DARPA.
I understand there is only so much you can say on Youtube, and of course I have no clue if you intend to share this info
or not. But at least if things start getting crazy and people start dying for real, you’ll hopefully remember I gave you this
info.

Thanks for your time, and I appreciate all your hard work in getting the truth out.
GOD BLESS AND STAY SAFE.

